
WOOD PRIMERWOOD PRIMER
WATER BASED QUICK DRY WOOD FLOOR SEALANT

This high quality product seals the floor against water, stains, dirt and 
ensures a lasting hold of the coating.

• Solids content 20 % • Dries quickly within 60 minutes  

PROPERTIES

This one-component system is easily applied with a clean professional wax 
cover (Wischwiesel) or Floor-Finish coating mop.

• No risk of individual wood   • High Yield - about 15-20 m² per liter 
 elements gluing together

WOOD PRIMER is an acrylic emulsion that seals all types of real wood 
flooring and provides optimal protection without changing the original 
structure of the wood. WOOD PRIMER is the ideal basis for further coating 
with WOOD SATIN FINISH or WOOD FINISH. WOOD PRIMER seals the floor 
against water, stains, and dirt and ensures that the coating is long lasting.  

SATIN-EFFECT
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APPLICATION
Preparing the ground:
Remove dust from the floor with a synthetic acrylic mop and, if necessary, remove chewing gum and adhesive 
residue. First grand the coat with an ABRASIV HI-PRO pad then regrinding with a 60's or 80's grid pad and finally 
use the 120´s grid pad for fine tuning. Vacuum the floor and wipe clean and dry until the last dust is removed. 
Check if the soil absorbs water. If yes, apply a maximum of 2 layers of WOOD PRIMER, if not, you can start 
directly with the coating of WOOD FINISH or WOOD SATIN FINISH.

Apply the seal:

Note: Provide sufficient ventilation support during all phases of the floor coating process.

We accept no liability for damage caused by improper use.
Check material compatibility before applying. 

Shake well before opening. Apply 1 liter per approx. 15 m² WOOD PRIMER with a clean professional wax cover 
(Wischwiesel) or Floor-Finish Coating Mop. Work at a steady pace and overlap in the grain direction of the wood. 
Allow the first layer to dry for at least 1 hour before applying another layer. In moist ambient conditions, a longer 
drying time is required. Apply a second layer, if necessary after drying the first layer. Grinding of the first layer is 
only necessary if a swelling of fibers has occurred or if the layer has dried for more than 6 hours. In this case, grind 
the floor with a 120´s grip pad or ABRASIV HI-PRO pad. After grinding, always thoroughly vacuum and wipe. 
Depending on the surface quality 1-2 layers are necessary. After complete drying of WOOD PRIMER can be 
continued with the coating with WOOD FINISH or WOOD SATIN FINISH.

MFMA
approved


